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The Interplanetary Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories(]POST) is
intended to support many analysisphases, from early interplanetary feasibility
studies through spacecraftdevelopment and operations. The ]POST output
provides information for sizingand underst-qndlng mission impacts related to
propulsion, guidance, comm-nlcations, sensor/actuators,payload, and other
dynamic and geometric environments.
Much of the overallarchitectureforIPOST has been derived from the Program to
Optimize Simulated Trajectories(POST). Indeed certainPOST parameters and
capabilitieshave been incorporated into]POST to aid in POST-IPOST user
compatibility. IPOST has extended trajectory capabilities to target planets and
other celestial bodies with intermediate and velocity correction maneuvers.





























AV magnitude, mass, time,...
25 (Master), 45 (subproblems), 1700 (collocation).
Values of event criteria, AV, arrival conditions, thrust,
25 (Master), 45 (sub _robldms), !700 (collocation)
Time, position,velocity,orbitalconditionsl...




Time, distance, speed, closest approach,...
Info, impulsive AV, launch, orbit insertion, mass
jettison
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Conic, Onestep, Multiconic, Encke, Cowell, implicit
Sun, nine planets, Earth's moon, any user-defined
bodies
Anal_-tic,precision (JPL)
!Centralbody, perturbing bodies,radiation pressure,
J2, aerod_mamics, thrust
Eclipticor planet equator,Mean 1950 or Mean 2000
Table 1 - I. ]POST Features/Capabilities
1
IPOST, along with members of itsfamily,such as POST and IPREP, can analyze
and support almost every activity associated with space exploration.
IPOST is event driven. That is, the user defines a sequence of events which are
executed in the simulation process. The events can be triggered by different
criteria, such as absolute or relative time, distance from a body, or propellant
consumption. At the event times, various activities can be initiated or
terminated, such as employing a different thrust steering law, _anging
trajectory propagators or propagation step size, performing an impulsive delta
velocity maneuver or jettisoning a probe or stage.
The time period between two contiguous events is called a phase. Trajectory
propagation takes place in each phase. Five types of propagators are available
(listed in order of increasing accuracy and decreasing computational speed):
Conic, Onestep, Multiconic, Encke, Cowell. Propagator selection depends upon
user needs, such as simple fast simulations for parametric feasibility analysis, or
precision detailed trajectories to support subsystem design.
]POST can run a single trajectory simulation or it can run multiple simulations.
For multiple simulations, one can run a parametric scan and/or an optimization
mode. The search mode will vary one parameter, such as planetary arrival time,
over a specified interval and increment size, and perform a simulation (or
optimization) for each search parameter value.
The optimization mode will optimize a user cost/objective function, such as
maximum mass that can be placed in a desired orbit, subject to user-specified
constraints. The constraint variables, such as periapsis altitude or orbital
inclination, are called dependent variables or target parameters. The parameters
which are free to vary, such as maneuver delta velocity (AV), are called
independent variables or control parameters. As part of, or instead of,
optimization, trajectory targeting can be performed. In this case, there is no cost
function and the ]POST problem reduces to finding a set of control parameter
values that meet specified target parameter conditions.
Generalized targeting and optimization uses the Stanford NPSOL algorithm. For
certain types of problems, a trajectory decomposition method is available. There
is a master optimization process which requires that the trajectory be divided into
legs or sub-problems. Each subproblem is an optimization problem in itself,
containing controls, constraints and azr (optional) objective function. A special
application of decomposition is the Interplanetary Targeting and Optimization
Option (ITOO). This technique uses analytical partials generated during nominal
trajectory propagation to determine minimum AV (or mass) trajectories, usually
for gravity assist (swingby) missions.
2
In addition to the classicmethod of explicitoptimization,there existsan option to
perform implicitoptimization using the collocationmethod. In this case, each
phase is divided intoindependent segments which are allowed to vary subject to
intersegment continuityand the equations of motion. Optimization using
collocation is less sensitive to faulty initial guesses, but requires much greater CP
time than explicit optimization to achieve the same level of accuracy.
IPOST input isvia three namelists:STOP, STRAJ and STAB. STOP contains a
descriptionofthe targeting and optimization problem. Itmust be input first.
$TRAJ contains data that describeseach mission event/phase. It must follow
STOP, and there must be one $TRAJ foreach event. STAB is used to input
tabular data such as thrust vs. time or drag coefficient vs. roach number and
angle of attack. Input and output units are metric.
3
2.0 RELATIONSHIP TO POST
The software architecture of ]POST has been influenced by the architecture of the
POST trajectorysimulation program. Major features derived from the POST
program include the Input Processor,the cyclingand phasing logic,general table
look up capability,and the dictionaryof output variables.
The Input Processor accepts input in a namelist format from an input file and
stores the input data by phase records in a data structure, XBKT and XGEN,
borrowed directlyfrom the POST program and called"the bucket". In ]POST
some input variables can be names of other output variables as in the POST
program and the Input Processor modifies these names to index pointers to the
output variables. Other modifications and processing of the data is also
performed by the Input Processor.
Enhancements envisioned for the ]POST Input Processor include interactive
input manipulation and display, to be derived from the GMAP tool (a close cousin
to POST).
The cycling, phasing and time-to-go program structure has been borrowed
directly from POST. Unused capabilities, such as secondary events have been
removed.
The cycling and phasing have been restructured in accordance with trajectory
decomposition logic. Mission phases have been grouped into sub-problems which
are targeted to specific values. Targeting may involve iterative computational
passes through each group of sub-problem phases. These targets are adjusted
each cycle to optimize the mission profile. Previously, all flight phases were
computed.
The design and structure for general table look up and interpolation has been
borrowed from the POST program. The dictionary of output variables has been
borrowed from the POST program to support the design and capabilities described
above. Any variable whose name appears in the dictionary may be written to the
output device(s), used as the criterion for an event, a target in the decomposition
sub-problem, a target of objective function of the main program or as a control in
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3.0 PROGRAM MACROLOGIC CQntinued
Optimization
Control
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Calculates the unweighted sensitivity
matrix (CJAC) and the unweighted
gradient of the objective variable (OBJGRD)
using analytical methods supplied by the
user.
Calculates the analytic partials of the
master problem dependent variables
objective function with respect to the master
problem independent variables.
Calculates the pressure, density,
temperature, and molecular weight at a
given altitude for the primary planet.
Currently, only earth data is available.
Interpolates on the atmospheric tabular
data to give the pressure, density,
molecular weight, and temperature for a
given altitude.
Performs auxiliary calculations at the
phase level.
Block data initialization for targeting and
optimization variables.
Returns the value of the TARGET(I) and the
objective function at event DEPPH(I) and
OPTPH, respectively.
Computes the derivative of the state with
respect to time for use in integrating the
equations of motion or the Cowell method.
Terminates Profile record and closes Profile
file.
Evaluates nonlinear constraints and their
derivatives _ • respect to the variables
U(I).



















Computes the values and first derivatives of
the nonlinear constraints.
Performs the propagation of a trajectory
using the Cowen method.
Provides an indexing function to CRADRX
to promote portability.
Finds the addresses of the CRITR for each
phase record, in IBKT, and finds the
addresses of
INDVR/DEPVR = 5HCRITR.
Performs cycling functions and calculates
the delta time step for the trajectory
propagation.
Performs cycling initialization.
Block data initializationforreal trajectory
variables.
Block data initializationfor integer
trajectoryvariables.
Computes derivative for the trajectory
propagator.
Block data initialization for names of real
trajectory variables.
Block data initializationfor names of
integer trajectoryvariables.
Computes the number of significant figures
in the difference A less B.
Retrieves input data for this phase from
GBKT and puts it in the trajectory variables.
Modifies the value of DELT according to the
user-selected simulation models.
Calculates the variable step, DT, for the
Multiconic propagation method.
Trajectory propagator/dynamics


















for the One-step integrator.
Trajectory propagator/dynamics integration
for the Multiconic integrator.
Trajectory propagator/dynamics integration
for the Cowell integrator.
Trajectory propagator/dynamics integration
for the Encke integrator.
Calls user-specified propagation method.
Calls appropriate impulsive maneuver
subroutine if applicable.
Evaluates the derivative of the deviation
state matrix at any time.
Determines the step size for the Encke
propagator.
Performs trajectory propagation on the state
of the S/C about the primary body with
perturbations using the Encke method.
Determines whether an error string
diverges.
Prints an error/warning message on the
output device, then terminates the job if it is
a fatal error.
Input utility to create open space in the
'_vucket" by shifting existing data up into
the array.
Finds the normalized time value for
Lambert's problem.
Evaluates the derivative of the acceleration



















Calculates the gradients to each of the
targetsand to the optimization index with
respect to the controls.
Calculates the gradient of each
constraint/objective function with respect to
the KSth control.
Calculates the sensitivity matrix with
respect to perturbations of the controls.
Performs the finite difference for subroutine
GRADNR by the brute force method.
Determines the polynomial coefficients for
the hermite cubic polynomial representing
the state
Computes the impulsive delta velocity
parameters for midcourse.
Information output subroutine for
controlling printing trajectory print blocks.
Performs quantization of the printed page
print time and the profile print time.
Converts dictionary names to indices
relative to IV.
Sorts an array in decreasing order using
the Shell-Mezgar algorithm.
Fits a polynomial to three points using
Lagrange's method.
Calculates a hyperbolic escape trajectory
from a park orbit including post-injection
Cartesian state at periapsis.
Provides an addressing algorithm for
IPOST. LOCF is returned in units of
INTEGER*4.
Checks for sufficient propellant mass for
sub-events.















General N-stage mass modelling
initialization and jettison.
Main program of the Interplanetary Post
Simulation Program.
Transforms a vector from mean equator
and equinox 1950 (or mean 2000) to mean of
date, or vice versa.
Extracts a matrix from a given vector by
columns.
Returns the index to the greatest
independent table-point less than or equal to
the value of the independent variable.
Trajectory state and propagation
initialization.
Computes the state transition matrix by
chain rule from subproblem maneuver M1
to the next subproblem maneuver M2.
(M2.GE.M1) and store in partitions.
Computes the composite state transition
matrix by the chain rule from one event to
another.
Computes the sensitivity matrix SRR. 1,
delta position (I) with respect to delta
position (T-1) assuming intermediate target
conditions are held constant for the Ith
maneuver.
Computes the sensitivity matrix SVPO,
maneuver velocity with respect to targets.
Computes the sensitivity matrix R2,
velocity at I with respect to position at I-1
assuming all other intermediate conditions
are constant.
Computes the sensitivity matrix SVRO,
velocity at I with respect to position at I,
















Performs the propagation of a trajectory
from time TI by a delta time step of DT days
using the STUMPFF-WEISS method.
Determines the values of variables
NSDEPV, NSINDV, and NSUB by counting
INDXSD and INDXSI arrays. Also,
determines the number of independent and
dependent master level variables.
Outputs the summary of NPSOL's final
solution.
Executive to implement NPSOL
Optimization package into IPOST.
Sets the table nodes to default values.
Prints summary of NPSOL constraint/






Computes the value and first derivatives of
the nonlinear objective function.
Handles an out-of-bounds table exception.
Performs the propagation of a trajectory
from time TI to time TF using the One step
method.
Computes transfer maneuvers from an
approach hyperbola to a desired elliptical
orbit, including post injection state at
periapsis.
Computes perturbing accelerations for
trajectory propagators.
Determines the delta X that produces the


















Controls paging for output.
Computes the master problem cost value
and partial for the Interplanetary Targeting
and Optimization Option (ITOO).
Prints out various blocks of data as
required.
Performs test for abnormal phase
termination.
Performs the phasing functions for
integration over a phase for collocation
Performs phasing initialization
Performs the phasing functions for




Calculates the rotation matrix to convert
from earth equatorial to planet equatorial
system and vice versa. Also, calculates the
transpose of this rotation matrix for
rotating from planet equatorial to earth
equatorial system.
Prints initial user inputs to NPSOL
Targeting and Optimization package.
Prints the initial conditions for the
trajectory and Targeting/Optimization
algorithm for the current problem.
Parameter scan master level target
variables.

















Determines ifrectificationis necessary, and
ifso,a new osculatingorbitis found by
choosing a starting point that coincides
with the true orbitalpath.
Calculates the rotation matrix from the
inertial equatorial system to the RTN
system and vice versa.
Calculates the rotation matrix to convert a
vector in the body system to a vector in
either the RTN system, the UVW system,
the inertial equatorial system, or the
inertial ecliptic system.
Calculates the rotation matrix from the
inertial equatorial system to the UVW
system and vice versa.
Reads Namelist STAB.
Executive subroutine for reading the table
data input.
Reads targeting and optimization Namelist
input.
Executive subroutine for reading targeting
and optimization input and storing it in the
data "bucket".
Reads trajectory Namelist input.
Executive subroutine forreading trajectory
input and storingitin the data '_uckef'.
Performs fourth order Runge-Kutta
integration on the state.
Saves defaultAAIVC to ZZENDC (Block
data) values over multi-problem execution.
Saves the current state of the trajectory




















Calculates the S/C area normal to the
velocity vector through the atmosphere.
Performs collocation algorithms
Gets the elapsed CPU time in seconds.
Converts dictionary names to indices.
Counts the number of independent and
dependent variables in each sub-problem.
Restores the trajectory state previously
saved by SAVIC.
Sets the Targe "tmg/optimization
independent (control) variables to the
desired values, based on the calculated
control correction.
Resets the state.
Sets weighting for Newton-Raphson
targeting method for sub-problems.
Writes out subproblem status.
Verifies if given radius vector in primary
body reference frame is still within the
primary body's sphere of influence. If it is
not, change state vector and primary body to
reflect which sphere of influence the radius
is within.
Provide an indexing function to CRADRX to
promote portability.
Computes solar radiation pressure for
trajectory propagation.
Processes the namelist STOP variables.
Reorders the independent and dependent
variables.
Special One step targeting option which














Converts state vector into specified conic
parameters and impulsive delta velocity.
Sets addresses for tables; converts names of
table arguments to addresses.
Computes time-to-go to the next pending
event.
Time-to-go initialization.
Finds the closest approach and time of
closest approach of the vehicle to a
secondary body for a given time interval and
a primary central body. Only the attraction
of the primary body is considered.
Propagates the trajectory phase-to-phase
over one subproblem.
Performs logic to evaluate the collocation
trajectory from phase, iensi, to phase, iensf,
phase-to-phase.
Performs logic to propagate trajectory
subproblem to subproblem.
Top level simulation module.
Target this subproblem. Propagates a
trajectory to achieve a desired targeting.
Sets the USUB local jacobian matrix for sub-
problem control.
25






















angle between any two
vectors A and B.
Subroutine ANOMLY
converts true anomaly
to mean anomaly or
vice versa.
Subroutine CALJUL
converts Julian date to
calendar date or
vice versa.
Entry Point CARCON in
Subroutine CHGELM
calculates orbital
dements from a state
vector.
Subroutine CHGREF




to a new celestial body
centered ecliptic
reference frame.
Entry Point CONCAR in
Subroutine CHGELM
calculates the state




angle between any two





















transforms a vector from
equator of date to ecliptic
of date.
Entry point ECTEQT in
Subroutine EQTECT
transforms a vector from
ecliptic of date to equator
of date.
Entry Point EQSEC5 in
Subroutine EQTECT
transforms from equator
of 1950.0 to ecliptic of
1950.0.
Entry Point ECSEQ5 in
Subroutine EQTECT
transforms from ecliptic
of 1950.0 to equator of
1950.0.
Returns planet position
and velocity vectors (R,V)
in mean ecliptic and
equinox of 1950.0.
Subroutine EPHEMS
finds the state vector of a
specified body at a
specified time in
heliocentric mean























finds the state vector of a
satellite orbiting its
primary body at a
specified time.
Subroutine GOODYR
solves a two body problem
with partial derivatives.
Subroutine IFRM50
converts the input state
vector from the I/O body
reference frame to
ecliptic mean of date 1950.
Subroutine JACOBI
computes
the 3x6 sensitivity matrix
of S = dY/dX by finite
differencing. JACOBI
presumes the subroutine
TARGET has been called






























vectors and a interval.
Subroutine LUBKSB
solvesthe set ofN linear
equations AX = B. Not as





an NxN matrix A with
the lower-upper (LU)




converts an input state
from ecliptic mean of







prints an NxM matrix A
to output device.
Subroutine MCOPY
copies matrix A to
matrix B.
Subroutine MIDENT
transforms the matrix A





















created by PREPRO for
the current body and
time.
Subroutine RELATV
finds the state vector
representing the position
and velocity of a
secondary celestialbody











computes a unit pointing
vector.
Subroutine VCOPY
copies vector A to
vector B.




product of two vectors.
Subroutine VDOT

















magnitude of vector A.
Subroutine VSCALE
scales a vector A and
outputs vector B.
Subroutine VUN1T
calculates unit vector B
from vector A.
Subroutine VZERO
converts vector A to a
zero vector.
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Data structure containing event definition records,
tables, and phase state transition matrices.
Defines beginning of the dictionary.
Contains real type variables defining the atmospheric
data for the earth.
Contains integer type variables used to perform cycling
functions.
Contains real type variables used to perform cycling
functions.
Contains delta velocity variables.
Contains time references and other variables used to
perform dynamics functions.
Contains character type variables defining the planets'
alphanumeric names.
Internal Table errors common.
Contains the variables for the analytic planetary
ephemeris.
Contains miscellaneous top level variables.
Data structure containing real and integer type input
from namelist $TRAJ.
Contains printout control variables.
Contains the title and profile file identification
character variables.
Contains miscellaneous top level input control variables.
Contains internal variables used to control printout
during targeting and optimization.
ITOO input variables common.





















Table Nodes common (alsoMOTBLO).
Contains perturbing accelerationsfor trajectory
propagation.
Contains variables used in controlling perturbation in
the targeting and optimization algorithm.
Contains internal sub-problem controlvariables.
Contains variables used in pagination control.
Contains integer type variables associated with phasing
functions.
Contains real type variables associated with phasing
functions.
Contains planet related variables.
Contains real variables controllingtrajectory
propagation and perturbing influences.
Contains integer variables controllingtrajectory
propagation and perturbing influences.
Contains input processing variables.
Contains master level targeting and optimization
variables, independent and dependent variables.
Contains sensitivity matrix generation parameters for
swingby targeting and optimization.
Service common containing constants and temporary
arrays.
Contains the vehicle's position and velocity and the
orbital elements.
Contains integer and character type variables defining
the vehicle's position and velocity.
Contains sub-problem level targeting variables,
independent and dependent variables.




- Contains real type time-to-go variables.
- Defines the end of the dictionary.
34






c set initial program values
















type (can be anywhere above)



































1 iprofl /0 /
data










7 ,'hypta ','c3o ','rao ','deco ','fpa





, ,p, II ! t t tpt_ I ' ',z y ,z ,vx ,vz
,'sma ','eccen ','inc ','anlong','argp ','meaan '
,'truan ','rperi ','vperi ','tfp ','rapoap','period'
,'radius','speed ','btheti','vinfxi','vinfyi','vinfzi'
































C common /padc /
data
1 npad / 9.d0, 4.d0, 14.44943979d0
2 ,pdlmax / 2.0d0 /









1 icase /0 /
2 ,nlines /60 /
3 ,header /' ' /
4 ,npage /1 /
common /pager2
data
1 prime / ' ' /
c include 'prOfc.inc'
C
data idxdat /prsize* 0.0/
data hdrdat / prsize*'
data frsttl / O/
data nxtrec / 3/
data cirn / 1/
data cdrn / 2/
data chrn /2/
data ciep / 34/
data cdep /0/
data chep /-1/
data _pos / O/
,/
C
include ' " 'C searc.mc
c common /seric /
data
ideb /0 /







o ,ismind / lmxinv*O /
1 jnxitop/10, 5"-1/
2 ,ndepv /0 /
3 ,nindv /0 /
4 ,nclin /0 /
37
5 ,nsminc /0 /
data
1 nsmind /0 /
2 ,opt /0 /








1 _col /1.d-14 /
2 _indplb/mxinv*-lO.dlO /




,deptl /mxinv* 1.0dO /
,iter /0 /




9 ,nrowr /7000 /








5 ,lenw /mxinv2 /
,icnfun /0 /
7 ,nbase /2 /
,ndigit /56 /
9 ,epsmch /2.78d-17 /



















2 npinpt / 'npinput' /
common /serfc
data
1 fesn / 999.0d0 /
common /tofioc /









1 /mxinv * 900.OdO /
2 /mxinv * O.OdO /
3 /mxinv * 0 /





9 ,namopt / O/
o ,wvu / mxinv*O.dO /
1 ,wvlc/10"1.0d0 /





1 temp /50*O.dO /
2 ,stamp /2,5"0.0d0 /
3 ,pio2 fL57079632679489dO /
4 ,pi t3.1415_98dO /
5 ,rpd /0.0174532925199433d0 /
6 ,dpr /57_J5779513082dO /
7 ,twopi /62831853071796d0 /
8 ,spdy/86400.d0 /
9 ,sphr/3600.d0 /
o ,fpl /1.0dO /
1 ,fpem6 / 1.0d-6 /
2 ,fpem8 / 1.0d-8 /
3 _pemlO / 1.0d-10 /
4 ,fpem12 / 1.0d-12 /
5 ,idebug /0 /
6 ,iephem/0 /
data
1 unitm /1.dO ,O.dO ,O.dO
39
2 ,O.dO ,1.dO ,O.dO
3 ,O.dO ,O.dO ,1.dO
4 /
data
1 zerom /O.dO ,O.dO ,O.dO
2 ,O.dO ,O.dO ,O.dO


















5 ,indxsd / mxnsvr*O /
6 ,indxsi / mxnsvr*O
5.dO, 0.7dO, 2*O.dO /
7 ,isub /mxnsub*O/
8 _dtar /1 /
9 _pi /7 /
o ,nsdepv / 0 /
1 j_sindv / 0 /
,nsub / 0 /2
3 ,pertsb
4 ,targmt
5 ,rfsoi / mxnsub*O.5dO
6 ,optsvr / mxnsub*O.dO /
7 ,optsph / mxnsub*900 /
8 ,tolf / 1.dO/


















data - defines computational commons
(aaiv - zzend) computational values

























c common /aaivc /
data
1 iv(O) /0 /
C






























C *** cycvc common
c
data date / O.dO, O.dO, O.dO, O.dO, O.dO, O.dO/
data dt/ 1.0d+6/
data dfime / O.dO /
data dtimr/1.dO, 19 * O.dO /
data dtO / O.dO /
data juldat / O.dO/
data tdurp / O.dO/
data time / O.dO/




c *** dvivc common
C
data dvx / 3*O.dO/
data dvmag / O.dO/
data dvsum / O.dO/
C
c *** ephemc common








































time radius of sphere of influence






















































































































































































mean anomaly polynomial coefficients
of solar-system bodies
da _a
z _ :_ij,E : 1,4)j=0,5)



























































































data esnprt / O.dO /
data pinc, pinctm / 1.Od+6, O.dO/








c *** pacvc common
C





c common Iphzvc I
data
$ maxtim /1000. /
C
















data cd IO.dO I
data cl I O.dO I
data fbody 12*O.dO/
data fraci / O.dO /
data frac / O.dO /
data go /9.80665d-3/
48
data pdump /O.dO /
data pitchO/O.dO /
data pitchl/O.dO /
data pi_ /O.dO /
data prpdat / 20*O.dO /
data pscale/ 1.dO/
data rect /.01dO /
data rollO/ O.dO /
data roll1 / O.dO /
data roll2 / O.dO /
data scdrag / 3*O.dO/
data scmass / 1.d6 /
data scsfa / 3*O.dO/
data sic / 1.024d17/
data spi / 1.d6/
data step / O.dO /
data thrust/1.d6 /
data thlO / 1.dO /
data thll /O.dO /
data thl2 /O.dO /
data wjett / O.dO /
data wjettm / O.dO /
data wprop / 1.d6 /
data yawO / O.dO /
data yawl / O.dO /
data yaw2 / O.dO /
C




c *** statec common
C
data x / 6*O.dO/
data xl / 6*O.dO/
C
C
c *** tgovc common
C
C
data fuxn /6hfuxnl ,6hfiLxn2,6hfuxn3,6hfuxn4,6hfuxn5 ,
$ 6hfuxn6,6hflxxn7,6hfuxn8,6_ ,6hSxxnlO/
data tgo /6htgo /
data timemn/6htimemn /











data1 - defines computational commons
(aaiv - zzend) computational values


















data cointp / q.inear7
c common /cycnc
data
1 jevt /0 /
c *** cyccc common
C
data iepoch / 'julian'/
data iprop /'1step7
C
c *** ephecc common
data kernel f/home/clarkent/pephem/leapseconds.ker',
Sdata ./home/clarkentYpephem/p_constants.ker'/pefile ;condensed /



























data rid / 'ipost file i.d. 00007
data sfid /':'/













c *** propjc common
C




data iforce / 0,0,0,0,0 /
data iatmos / 1 /
data jett / 0 /
C




c *** statnc common
C











data idfram / 'ecliptic', 'mean20007












c common /zzendc /
data









dict- defines computational commons
(aaiv - zzend) dictionary values data
























c *** computational data dictionary
C
C
c *** asivd common
C
data vi /6hviO ,6hvil ,6hvi2 /
C
c *** atmosd common
C
data alt /6haltl ,61ml_ ,6hal_ ,6halN ,6halt_ ,






+ 6halt31,6halt32,6halt33 :: alt34:_l ,6halt35,
+ 6halt36,6halt37,6halt38 ,, _alt39,6halt40,
+ 6halt41,6halt42,6halt43 ,_snaltA4,6halt45,
+ 6halt46,6halt47,6halt48,6halt49,6halt50 /
data pres /6hpresl ,6hpres2,6hpres3,6hpres4,6hpres5,
+ 6hpres6,6hpres7,6hpres8,6hpres9,6hpresl0,








data tpt /6htptl ,6htpt2 ,6htpt3 ,6htpt4 ,6htpt5 ,









data wgt /6hwgtl ,6hwgt2 ,6hwgt3 ,6hwgt4 ,6hwgt5 ,









data arms /6hatmsl ,6hatms2,6harms3,6harms4,6hatms5,
+ 6hatms6,6hatms7,6harms8,6hatms9,6harms10/
c *** cycvd common
data date
1/6hyear ,6hmonth ,6hday ,6hhour ,6hminute,6hsecond/







data dtO /6hdtO /
data juldat/6hjuldat/
data tdurp/6htdurp /
data time /6htime /
data timrb/6htimrbl,6htimrb2,6htimrb3,6htimrb4,6htimrb5,
+ 6htimrb6,6htimrb7,6htimrb8,6htimrb9,6htimb 10,
+ 6htimb 11,6htimb 12,6htimb 13,6htimbl4,6htimbl5,








c *** dvivd common
C









data gmu /6hgmuO ,6hgmul ,6hgmu2 ,6hgmu3 ,6hgmu4









data tsoi /6htsoiO ,6htsoil ,6htsoi2,6htsoi3,6htsoi4,
+ 6htsoi5,6htsoi6,6htsoi7,6htsoi8,6htsoi9,













































































































































+ 6hpole 11,6hpole 12,6hpole 13,6hpole 14,6hpole 15,




























+ 6hpo1141,6hpo1142,6hpol 143,6hpol 144,6hpo1145,
+ 6hpo1146,6hpol 147,6hpo1148,6hpo1149,6hpol 150/
data (pole(i),i=151,200)
+ /6hpo1151,6hpo1152,6hpol 153,6hpol 154,6hpo1155,
+ 6hpo1156,6hpol 157,6hpol 158,6hpo1159,6hpo1160,
+ 6hpo1161,6hpo1162,6hpol 163,6hpol164,6hpol165,
+ 6hpo1166,6hpol 167,6hpol 168,6hpol169,6hpol170,
+ 6hpo1171,6hpo1172,6hpol173,6hpo1174,6hpo1175,
+ 6hpo1176,6hpol 177,6hpol 178,6hpol179,6hpol180,























c *** infvd common
data esnprt / 6hesnprt/
data pinc, pinctm / 6hpinc
data prnc, prnctm / 6hprnc
c
c *** motbld common
C
data thrstt / 6hthrstt/
data cdt / 6hcdt /
data clt / 6hclt /
data fmasit / 6hfmasit/
data fmasst / 6hfmasst/




















+ 6haltalO,6haltal 1,ehaltal2,6halta 13,6halta14,
+ 6haltalS,ehalta 16,6halta17,6haltal8,6haltal9,
Ita 6halta20,6halta21,6halta22/gi2 /6h_20 ,6hgi2_,6h_22 ,6hgi2S,6hgi24,




data re /6hreO ,6hrel ,6hre2 ,6hre3 ,6hre4 ,
+ 6hre5 ,6hre6 ,6hre7 ,6hre8 ,6hre9 ,
+ 6hrelO ,6hre11 ,6hre12 ,6hre13 ,6hre14 ,
+ 6hre15 ,6hre16 ,6hre17 ,6hre18 ,6hre19 ,
+ 6hre20 ,6hre21 ,6hre22 /











data fraci /6hfraci /
data frac /6hfrac /
data go /6hgo /




data pt /6hpitch /






data rect /6hrect /
data rl /6hroll /
data rollO /6hrollO /
data rolll /6hrolll /
data roU2 /6hroll2 /




data sic /6hsfc /
data spi /6hspi /
data step /6hstep /
data thrust/6hthrust]









































































1 6hsma , 6heccen, 6hinc , 6hanlong, 6hargp ,
2 6hmeaan, 6htruan, 6hrperi, 6hvperi, 6hffp ,
3 6hrapoap, 6hperiod, 6hradius, 6hspeed, 6hbtheti,
4 6hvinfxi, 6hvinfyi, 6hvinfzi, 6hbdti, 6hbdri ,
5 6hhypta, 6hc3i , 6hrai , 6hdeci , 6hbtheto,
6 6hvinfxo, 6hvinfyo, 6hvinfzo, 6hbdto , 6hbdro ,
7 6hhypta, 6hc3o , 6hrao , 6hdeco , 6hfpa ,
6 6haltit, 6hlongp, 6hlat , 6hlong , 6hb /
data soi /6hsoi
data ti /6hti /
data ff /6hff /
data x /Shx ,5hy ,5hz ,5hvx ,Shvy ,Shvz /
data xeq /5hxeq ,5hyeq ,5hzeq ,5hvxeq ,5hvyeq ,5hvzeq/
data xo /5hxo ,5hyo ,5hzo ,Shvxo ,Shvyo ,5hvzo /
data xl /5hxl ,5hyl ,5hzl ,5hvxl ,Shvyl ,5hvzl /
data 7,2 /5hx2 ,5hy2 ,Shz2 ,Shvx2 ,Shvy2 ,5hvz2 /
data x2eq/Shx2eq ,5hy2eq ,Shz2eq ,5hvx2eq,Shvy2eq,Shvz2eq/
C
c *** tgovd common
C















c dictl - defines computational commons
(aaiv - zzend) dictionary values

























1 jevt /0 /
common /cyccd /
data















c common /infvld /
data
1 title f' /
C
c include ....mnvrjd.mc
c common /mnrvjd /
data
1 finch /0 /
c common /mnvrcd /
data
1 mantyp /'none' /
C
c include 'phznd.inc'
c common /phznd /
data
1 inff /0 /
C
c include ....propjd.mc
c common Ipropjd I
data
1 idt /1 /











c common /tgond /
data
1 nxevt I0 /
C
c include ' • 'zzendd.mc












c*** master - main program of the interplanetary post simulation


















































c... nomtab: set table length into common, set up table nodes
call nomtab
c




c ..... open the npsol summary output file for optimization
c
open ( unit=32, statusf'unknown', file='ipost.rst',
$ formf'formatted', accessf'sequential')
C
c ..... open the npsol summary output file for optimization
c







if ( inpef.ge.O ) then
call tspxm
endif
if ( inpef.eq.O ) go to 10
if(iephem.eq.1) close (unit=7)
close ( unitffil8, status='keep' )
close ( unit=32, status='keep' )
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